KIT Research Alumni Conference „Renewable Energies – a German-Chilean Cooperation“ in Santiago de Chile, November 23-24, 2018

You are a research alumni of KIT and currently based in Chile or another Latin American Country? Are you interested in renewable energy research and generation? Do you have expertise in renewable energy production, distribution, energy markets and environmental aspects of renewable energies? You would like to participate in the KIT Research Alumni Conference in Santiago de Chile - November 23-34, 2018?

We would be happy to welcome you to

■ Present your scientific expertise in front of international experts from Chile and KIT
■ Discuss cutting-edge research on renewable energies at KIT
■ Network with other Research Alumni of KIT, who are conducting research in the field of renewable energies
■ Find ways to relate your research into the ongoing KIT cooperation in Chile
■ Receive information on funding opportunities and become a Research Alumni Ambassador of KIT

PUBLICATION OPTIONS:
Accepted contributions of participants will be published in a peer reviewed edited volume of Springer Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering. https://www.springer.com/series/7818

Accommodation and travel subsidies can be offered.

In order to participate in this KIT Research Alumni Conference, fill out the application form. Find more information in our program and on our website or contact International Scholars and Welcome Office, Adenauerring 2, Building 50.20, 76131 Karlsruhe, Germany, researchalumni@intl.kit.edu.